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If you go down to the woods today…
This week at Pre-School the children have been exploring the woodland in the school grounds. We climbed trees, 
searched for worms in the mud, developed our understanding of comparative language by finding longer, shorter, 
bigger and smaller sticks. Some children chose to mark-make and write their names in the mud developing 
their gross and fine motor skills as well as their literacy skills. We explored the natural environment and talked 
about mini-beasts and their habitats whilst finding them under logs. The children took care not to hurt 
the bugs they found by not touching them and gently rolling the logs back over.

We found 2 all around us including parts of our bodies; the children identified 2 feet, 2 eyes, 2 knees, 2 elbows and 
so many more. We explored counting two groups of items using lots of socks on a washing line, some of the 
children noticed that this was easier to do when the socks were placed in a line.

It was lovely to see the children joining in with World Book Day. The children shared their characters with us, we 
shared lots of favourite stories, made bookmarks and drew pictures of book characters including lots of Mr 
Men characters.
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Book of the week:
We recognised some rhyming words last week so this 
week we are going to enjoy The Snail and the Whale. A 
favourite with lots of rhyme and the opportunity for some 
outdoor learning using snail shells.

Show and Tell
Sound of the week:
We decide on the sound of the week based on 
identified needs of the children. Some sounds are 
trickier to master than others, so we try to pick 
sounds to assist with any difficulties which have 
been identified by key persons. The emphasis is 
on the use of pure sounds and listening skills, not 
letter names.
The sound of the week is ‘t’
Please can the children bring in an item or photo 
for show and tell that links with this sound. We 
have a show and tell box by the children’s trays to 
put these items.

The week ahead…

Number of the week:
Children can bring in items which match the number of the 
week. We would also like to encourage the children to spot 
this number in the environment, this could be a door 
number, a sign, counting vegetables in the supermarket. It 
would be great to see a photo or a home observation about 
these to share with the children. 3 is our number of the 
week. Exploring number recognition, sharing and number 
permanence.
The number of the week is: 3.

We love to go outside in all weathers so please 
remember to bring wellies, a coat, hat and 

gloves for your child. 


